We are a group of traders that meet together daily to trade the S&P 500 e-mini market. We are connected to the
meeting using Adobe Connect . The moderator and host of the meeting displays the Ensign charts utilizing our
proprietary software with a “real time” data feed from TransAct. To participate in the live trading sessions, all you
need is a computer with speakers and an Internet connection.

To Link to Live Trading Room or Click on the label “CLICK HERE”: https://tradingroom.adobeconnect.com/
sp500etrade/
Attend Live Trading Sessions Monday — Friday
10:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m. EST
Login:
Password: greenball (no caps no spaces)







The room is open before 10:00 a.m. EST, you can log-in early, watch the live charts and chat with Delta
Group Members. There will not be any sound until the moderator comes on at 10:00 am.
If you are logged in more than once you will have a number in front of your name and may hear an echo.
Simply close all your meeting windows and log in again.
Visitors are invited to two free meetings and will have a three digit extension (i.e.777, 222) in front of their
name, this is the extension that you can call to connect with your DTG representative who can answer any
questions regarding membership, costs, and how to join. We DO NOT discuss membership costs during the Live Trading Session.
If you want to ask a question, type it in the Chat window, often other DTG members will answer your question in the chat sooner than the moderator can.
There are usually 150 — 200 people in each live trading session.

Troubleshooting Tips & Tools:
 Adobe room appears to freeze: Quit Adobe Connect and log back in, you may need to close other
applications that may be limiting your computer’s resources.
 Sound is cutting in and out: This is a connection speed issue. Try using a wired Internet connection.
 Sound has an echo: Most likely you are logged in more than once. Close browser and re-connect.
 Adobe Connect will not load: You may need to try another browser or install the latest version of Flash
 You can’t get the file download: This is usually because of pop-up blockers.
 Asked to change password: Use the public password and when prompted to create new password, just
type in the same public password.
Call Center Help Line (888) 788-1788 X4 Monday—Friday (opens 9:30 a.m. EST)
Log in early and if you have a problem logging in because of password access contact the call center
When we keep track of trades we talk about points. Each dollar movement in the price of the stock is
1 point. Each contract is $50. So if we gain +4 points on 1 contract the net gain = $200.
5 contracts (4 point gain) = $1,000
As a courtesy to others, members usually do not talk about how many contracts they are trading as it can
be awkward to others.
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Overview
Our trading group is the most successful trading group on the planet. Our developers have spent the last two decades
continuing to develop and refine the simple, ”Think in Crayon”, D-1-2-3 type trades that allow for easy entry into winning trades. This means anyone can learn to enter winning trades very quickly with one simple trade strategy.
Once you see two or three live trades analyzed by our mentors, you will start to enjoy the life-style change
opportunities in front of you.

By using Price Action Trading to trade the S&P E-Mini futures, we can use simple technical
analysis. And because the S&P mini already gauges public sentiment, we do not need to do any
fundamental analysis or factor in public sentiment because it is all inclusive in the price.
The benefit of trading the S&P E-Mini in the futures market is that we can use Price Action
Trading. So if you understand how an auction works and how price action works within an auction, then you can very easily trade and be very profitable without the cumbersome
overhead that a lot of people use to complicate their trading.

Your job is not to learn how to trade in two days. Your job is to recognize the 100% Transparency
and the Group Support in the trading room We have an academy to teach you all about trading -That's the easy part. The most important part is to engage and determine that our room is
genuine and true to our claims. And if you want to be a S&P 500 trader, we will assign a Trading
Specialist to help you get involved.
.

Member Training & Support
Our group was designed with a unique trading experience that provides the tools, training and support to become a
successful Day Trader:
Live Action Trading— The Moderator trades with real money
with Live Action Trading
Community & Chat — Trading Room continues after 12:00 est
while members support each other with
trading techniques

Trading Academy — There are Training Packages that can be
tailored to accommodate your budget.
There are over 60 training videos in the
Boot Camp and Master Trading series.
Mentoring— Successful Traders Mentor new traders.

The Winning Trade
Like surgeons, our traders specialize in only one product and do not need to memorize or learn complex trading
theories that can take years to learn at a college or university. We keep it as simple and 1-2-3. Our developers have
spent 20 years removing the complexity in trading so traders like you can get down to the true secret of professional

